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Purpose: Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is the leading cause of non-traumatic disability in young adults. It is characterized by random inflammatory lesion occurrence and 
neurodegenerative damages in brain white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM). Conventional MRI is the most sensitive technique to detect WM lesions. However, more 
advanced MRI techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) were developed to detect diffuse WM microscopic alterations. In this work, we proposed a new graph 
theory based approach to investigate microstructural alterations in brain connectivity of different MS patients’ clinical forms.  

 

Materials and methods: Sixty-five MS patients (24 Relapsing-Remitting (RR), 24 Secondary-Progressive (SP) and 17 Primary-Progressive (PP)) and 26 Healthy 
Control (HC) subjects underwent a MR examination on a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata system with an 8 channels head-coil. A T1-weighted MPR sequence was acquired 
(before Gadolinium injection) in the sagittal plane with a resolution of 1 x 1 x 1 mm (TE/TR=3.93/1970ms, FOV: 256 x 256 x 176 mm3). DTI data were acquired using 
a spin-echo EPI sequence with a nominal spatial resolution of 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm (TE/TR=86/6900ms, FOV: 240 x 240 x 51 mm3) and 24 gradient directions. 
Data post-processing consisted of first applying an eddy currents correction and a brain extraction using FSL [1]. Anatomical constrained whole brain tractography was 
then computed (500000 fibers) using MRtrix (Fig. 1A) [2]. Streamline tractography was next coupled with 84 selected nodes obtained from the FreeSurfer segmentation 
(Fig. 1B) in order to compute adjacency matrices and graphs (Fig. 1C).  
Graph Density (GD), Assortativity (AT), Global Efficiency (GE), Transitivity (TR), and 
Characteristic Path Length (CPL) were then estimated using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox in 
MATLAB [3]. Next, the “exact solution” of the minimum Vertex Cover (VC) cardinality was 
computed using the DLV System [4].  
GD represents the ratio of edges number of the graph to the possible connection number. AT 
reflects the tendency for a given node to be connected to nodes with similar degree. TR equals 
the triangle to triplet ratio of in the graph. CPL represents the average shortest path length and 
GE, the average inverse shortest path length in the network. VC corresponds to the minimum 
number of nodes necessary to cover all graph nodes.  
Weak connections between nodes were discarded by a factor of 35% on all adjacency matrices 
except for GD estimation. Wilcoxon rank sum test was finally used to test the differences 
between MS patients’ groups and HC subjects.  

 

Results: The graph metrics values measured in different clinical forms of MS patients are reported in Table 1. When compared to HC subjects, GD was decreased in 
MS patients, and particularly in SP patients (Fig. 2); AT was increased only in PP and SP patients; GE was decreased in every MS patients group; TR was increased in 
both RR and SP patients; CPL and VC were increased in RR, SP and all MS patients groups. When comparing RR to SP patients, GD was decreased (p<0.05) while AT 
was increased (p<0.001). AT was also increased when comparing RR to PP patients (p<0.05).  

 HC RR PP SP MS 

GD 0.580 ± 0.061 0.568 ± 0.060 0.534 ± 0.082 0.526 ± 0.051** 0.544 ± 0.065*

AT -0.072 ± 0.063 -0.058 ± 0.028 -0.017 ± 0.058*** -0.016 ± 0.034*** -0.032 ± 0.044***

GE 0.665 ± 0.003 0.664 ± 0.002* 0.662 ± 0.006** 0.663 ± 0.003*** 0.663 ± 0.004***

TR 0.606 ± 0.011 0.617 ± 0.014** 0.601 ± 0.014 0.615 ± 0.015* 0.614 ± 0.015**

CPL 1.684 ± 0.011 1.695 ± 0.013** 1.694 ± 0.017 1.699 ± 0.012*** 1.697 ± 0.014***

VC 69.000 ± 1.251 70.208 ± 1.285* 69.823 ± 1.237 70.583 ± 1.412*** 70.246 ± 1.335***
 

Table 1: Graph metrics (mean ± SD) measured in Healthy Control (HC) subjects and compared to MS 
patients (RR, PP, and SP) (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001).  
 

Discussion: This study highlighted a global alteration of brain connectivity in MS patients. Indeed, GD and GE were decreased, while TR, AT, CPL, and VC were 
increased. The GD decrease, only observed in SP patients, may reflect irreversible damages of WM connectivity caused by severe pathological processes such as 
Wallerian degeneration. In contrast, the GE decrease, observed in all MS clinical forms, may better reflect transient alterations caused by inflammatory processes in 
relation with WM lesions. The negative AT values measured in HC subjects represent in this case the ability of a given node to be connected to nodes with different 
degrees. The significant increase of AT in SP and PP patients showed that this property tends to disappear in the progressive forms but remains in the RR form. 
However, the increased TR in RR and SP patients may reflect their ability to compensate fiber damages by the recruitment of new pathways. This can explain the ability 
of RR and SP patients to regain access to a lost function (disability), ability that is not observed in PP patients. This hypothesis is supported by the increased VC that 
was only observed in RR and SP patients. No significant differences between MS groups were observed except for GD and AT when comparing RR to SP and PP 
patients. This observation suggests that RR patients are more likely similar to HC subjects in terms of brain networks integrity. 

 

Conclusion: This study demonstrated the ability and the sensitivity of graph metrics based on DTI connectomics to characterize alterations and plasticity of brain 
connectivity occurring in MS patients. Despite the technical limitations of this study, such connectomic methods may offer the potential to better characterize MS 
patients’ clinical status and better predict disease evolution. 
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Fig. 1: Representations of anatomical constrained whole-brain 
tractography (A) and FreeSurfer Segmentation (B) used for graph 
construction (C). 

Fig. 2: Mean (SD) of graph density in MS patients 
groups compared to HC group  
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